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Lecture 8 

Solubility 

Dissolving in water: 

A solution is a homogeneous mixture (solute and solvent distributed evenly) in which the 

dissolved particles are too small to see. Solutions are transparent to light unless it is 

highly coloured. Solutions can be combinations of any of the three states of matter.  

When substances dissolve in water 3 things must happen: 

- the solute-solute bonds must break 

- the solvent-solvent bonds must break 

- the solute-solvent bonds must form 

3 types of substances dissolve well in water because "like dissolves like": 

- ionic compounds dissolve by dissociating into their individual ions.  

- polar molecules can dissolve by forming hydrogen bonds 

- polar molecules can also dissolve by forming ions in the reaction with water.  

Solubility of ionic compounds: The solubility varies greatly between ionic compounds 

but when they do dissolve they dissociate into individual ions. The water provides the 

medium for the ions to exist freely. The forces between the water molecules and the ions 

are called ion-dipole forces.  

Solubility of covalent compounds: Some substances dissolve in water without 

forming ions because they form hydrogen bonds with the water molecules. Some 

covalent compounds will react with water instead forming ions and become soluble by 

doing that. However, some compounds do not do this in complete proportions so are 

considered immiscible e.g. not all ammonia will react however whilst hydrochloric acid 

does.  

Electrolytes and non-electrolytes 

An electrolyte is a solution that will conduct charge because it contains ions. Electrolytes 

are strong when solutes are fully ionised however they are weak when only a few ions 

have formed.  
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Measuring solubility  

The solubility of a substance is usually measured in terms of the maximum amount of 

solute that can dissolve in 100g of solvent.  

Solubility = mass of solute/100g of water 

Soluble ionic compounds = The basic rule for ionic compounds is that anything 

combined with sodium, nitrate, ammonium, or potassium is soluble generally. This can 

be remembered with the acronym SNAP. The solubility of most solids increases when 

there is an increase in temperature however the degree of this increase varies between 

elements and this is shown on a solubility curve.  

Unsaturated solutions: a solution that has the potential to dissolve more solute and is 

represented by any line below the solubility curve. 

Saturated solutions: the maximum amount of solute that can be dissolved for that 

temperature and substance. Shown by any point on the line of the solubility curve. 

Supersaturated solutions: where more solute is dissolved than the solvent is capable of 

for that particular temperature. This is shown on the solubility curve by points above the 

line and is an unstable solution.  

The solubility of gases actually decreases with an increase in temperature.  

Concentration of solutions = The concentration of a solution describes the relative 

amounts of solute and solvent in it. When more solvent is added to a solution is has 

been diluted whereas when more solute is added the solution is more concentrated.  

Some quick unit related stuff =  

1 g = 1000 mg = 10^6 ug (micrograms) 

1L = 1000mL = 10^6 uL (microliters) 

1L = 1 dm^3 (decimeter) = 1000 mL  
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Glossary  
 

Solution = a homogeneous mixture of a solvent with two or more solutes.  

Solute = a substance that will dissolve in a certain solute.  

Solvent = a substance that dissolves one or more solutes.  

Immiscible = when a solute doesn't form a homogeneous mixture with a solvent.  

Electrolyte = a solution that will conduct charge because of ions with free moving 

electrons.  

Diluted = to put more solvent in a substance thereby making it less concentrated 

1000L = 1m^3 


